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ABSTRACT
"Metaverse is a blockchainbased virtual world that shakes up
the gaming world. At the core of
the design is an immersive
experience that allows players to
earn money while playing and
build meaningful relationships
across borders. Metaverse is a
blockchain-based virtual reality
platform, and it is a 3D open world
with digital assets at the center.
Digital assets are at the core of the
Metaverse Ecosystem. "
The Metaverse Platform allows
developers to build anything from VR
to AR. It is a collision between the
digital world and the physical world,
which can connect the virtual and real
worlds. We believe that all crypto
investors need to know about this
opportunity to get huge profits.
Metaverse is storming the crypto
world, and if you're investing in digital
currency, you need to take the time to
learn about the Metaverse Platform.
The Metaverse Platform is similar to
today's Internet, but a new way to
better Internet access. The Metaverse
Platform is what we expect to be the
Internet. This allows you to see the
digital world in real life and vice versa.

In 2022, blockchain technology will
enter a new phase. One of the
reasons is the Metaverse Platform.
This is because Metaverse is a
virtual world built with blockchain
technology and has so much
untapped potential for many small
companies to grow rapidly. Through
traditional Metaverse with IPFS
technology with an ecosystem
independent of these markets, the
MDC Project is creating a coin
ecosystem

by

acting

as

the

Metaverse Hub as portal function
including all services of Web3.0
such as AR / VR / NFT as well as the
existing Metaverse.

Blockchain is the most suitable
application technology for smart
contract-based blockchain of all
transactions as a public transaction
book, and the application of
blockchain technology to all
transactions in metaverse as well as
brokerage is essential, especially,
blockchain technology is a core
technology of metaverse.
An ecosystem can have tokens on
each platform, game, and one
content, and it is very complicated
and cumbersome to handle them
all in one ecosystem. Therefore,
the main ecosystem needs the
main basic currency existing in the
ecosystem, and Metadata City's
MDC coin is the representative.
This is why the exchange exists.
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PART 1.0 Market Status

1.1. Metaverse Market Size

Microsoft (MS) and Nvidia declared 'Metaverse' as the next-generation core
business and introduced new technology related to Metaverse. Jenson Hwang, CEO
of Nvidia, said, "I am confident that Metaverse will be a bigger new economy than
the current economy." Prior to this, in October, Facebook, the world's largest social
media group, changed its company name to 'META' after 17 years of its
incorporation. Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of META, said, "Metaverse is the next step on
the Internet and I hope that we will be recognized as a metaverse company as time
goes by." The metaverse war of global big techs has begun in earnest. The Wall
Street Journal reported that “a big tech war is raging over the Metaverse, which
reflects a growing belief that the Metaverse creates substantial wealth in the real
world.” Metaverse is a combination of "META," which means transcendence and
virtuality, and "Universe," which means the real world, and refers to a virtual world
linked to reality.
The concept first appeared in the 1992 novel Snow Crash, but it remained in the
realm of science fiction for a long time due to the absence of technology. However,
with the development of technologies such as networks, graphics, and AI to realize
the metaverse world with the 4th industrial revolution, expectations for the
Metaverse as an industry have gradually increased. On top of that, as untact society
became commonplace due to the new Covid-19 pandemic, interest in the virtual
world and demand for metaverse technology increased rapidly. Because it's in its
early stages, the Metaverse market size forecast varies widely from research
institution to research institute, and Bloomberg Intelligence says the Metaverse
market is expected to grow from $478.7 billion last year to $783.3 billion in 2024.
Global investment bank Morgan Stanley said, “Metaverse will be the next-generation
social media, streaming, and gaming platform.” Big techs are jumping one after
another to preempt the Metaverse Ecosystem, which is expected to be worth as little
as 800 billion dollars or as high as 8 trillion dollars, but there are big differences in
their philosophy and strategy for looking at the Metaverse..

Problems and limitations of the basic ecosystem: Most of the existing ecosystems
are oriented toward an open structure. In other words, Z of the met averse platform
N and I of S company are representative. Their users are MZ generation and are
non-open and will soon face the limitations of users. Meta data City is a fully open
platform that handles inter linkable Borden information, and this is the spirit and
philosophy of Meta verse.
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1.2. AR / VR Trend

It has been focusing on game development, which is considered the key to
popularizing Metaverse. Since 2019, META has acquired VR game developers ‘Beat
Games’, ‘Ready at Dawn’, and ‘Sanjaru Games’. In addition, it said it would remake
the global masterpiece game 'GTA San Andreas' in a VR version at the event.
Neil Campling, a technology
analyst at Mirabo Securities, said,
“Some companies focus only on
the hardware of the Metaverse,
while Roblox and Epic Games
focus only on software, while
META approaches it with a
comprehensive platform concept.
It's designed to allow users to enjoy every possible digital life in Metaverse.“ META
focuses on creating a huge space for taking advantage of its experience in running
social media. At the center of it is ‘Horizon’, a metaverse-version social platform. It
consists of "Horizon Home," a virtual residential space, "Horizon Workroom," a
collaborative space, and "Horizon World," a place to enjoy games or hold parties
with people. At the annual conference “Connect 2021” held in October, CEO
Zuckerberg personally demonstrated the future of Horizon.

Wearing the Horizon entry
glasses that look like regular
glasses, users can watch
holograms spread out in front
of their eyes and freely
communicate with
other
people in the form of avatars.
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1.3. Trend Analysis and Results
▶ Metaverse Trend1

Accelerating the development of immersive digital technology for metaverse
implementation ‘With keywords such as ‘technology’, ‘AI’, ‘VR’, ‘5G’, ‘XR’, ‘AR’, ‘ICT’,
‘ecosystem’, ‘digital twin’, and ‘feeling’ derived, the trend name was defined as
'accelerating the development of realistic digital technologies for meta-bus
implementation'

▶ Metaverse Trend2
Revitalizing metaverse-related virtual convergence economy With keywords such as
‘investment’, ‘NFT’, ‘game’, ‘virtual’, ‘soaring’, ‘blockchain’, ‘asset’, ‘money’, ‘coin’, and
‘virtual currency’ derived, the trend name was defined as 'activating a metaverserelated virtual convergence economy'.
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▶ Metaverse Trend3
Metaverse for education operation & employment/startup support With keywords such
as ‘Education’, ‘University’, ‘Future’, ‘Youth’, ‘Youth’, ‘Startup’, ‘Campus’, ‘Safety’,
‘Employment’, and ‘Startup’ derived, the trend name was defined as 'education operation
and employment and start-up support using Metaverse'.

▶ Metaverse Trend4
Metaverse as a future growth engine With keywords such as ‘companies’, ‘industry’,
‘future’, ‘innovation’, ‘growth’, ‘governments’, ‘Korean New Deal’, ‘Covid-19’, ‘digital
transformation’, and ‘ESG’ derived, the trend name was defined as 'utilization of metaverse
as a future growth engine'.

▶ Metaverse Trend5
Growth of Metaverse Platform and content business With keywords such as ‘game’,
‘global’, ‘market’, ‘content’, ‘studio’, ‘stock price’, ‘platform’, ‘growth’, ‘K-pop’, and ‘virtual
human’ derived, the trend name was defined as 'the growth of the Metaverse Platform
and the content business'.

▶ Metaverse Trend6
Metaverse for changing companies’ hiring culture With keywords such as ‘recruitment’,
‘MZ generation’, ‘companies’, ‘new employee’, ‘avatar’, ‘innovation’, ‘communication’,
‘consultation’, ‘interview’, and ‘job’ derived, the trend name was defined as 'change in the
recruitment culture of companies using Metaverse'.
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PART 2.0 MDC PROJECT INTRODUCTION

2.1. MDC PROJECT DEFINITION
A Metaverse Hub targeting practical and accessible creators and users, public
installations, companies, etc. in a reality where the boundaries between virtual
and real are blurred.
The mining algorithm of 'MDC (META Data City Genesis Blockchain)' is
similar to the non-open mining algorithm of Bitcoin and builds and
implements the virtuous cycle economic structure of Metaverse in virtual
currency, which is the core of the global market economy and can be quickly
established early on.
As a market-friendly cyclical system, the MDC Coin aims for a global virtuous
cycle structure that facilitates mutual supply and demand between creators,
users, companies, and governments through various platforms (META games
/ items exchange / META shopping malls / VR, MR, XR, etc.). (* Basic service
support: e-wallet, exchange, KRW service, credit card issuance service, etc.)
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2.2. MDC Platform Introduction

The world's rst Metaverse Platform capable of highcapacity, high-definition service based on IPFS
Worldwide Web 3.0 Metaverse distribution platform

The MDC client allows users to purchase and manage Metaverse service
subscriptions and content and is a futuristic global Metaverse integration
platform that allows users to connect with other users through chat, broadcast,
and various community functions.
With IPFS-based speed and reliability, MDC enables registration and
installation of Metaverse-related products, and its operating system is fully
IPFS distributed storage.
IT is a platform that enables free/paid services as well as the portal function
and independent client platform that contains all Web 3.0 services such as AR
/ VR / NFT as well as the existing Metaverse. #3
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2.2. MDC Platform Introduction

The start of MDC is optimal for the expansion of the Metaverse market MDC is Web
3.0 including mobile and STEAM functions, an intelligent web technology that
allows computers to understand the contents of web pages and provide
personalized information using semantic web technology, a platform that can
promote, distribute, and sell all the information of Metaverse companies, products,
and content, providing a platform for marketing and advertising all the Metaverserelated content, and a Metaverse worldwide standard portal service that provides
access to gathered customers within MDC.

[Apps implemented on mobile Web 2.0]
The main platform of the app market
implemented on mobile is an integrated
market platform for all apps developed
worldwide, led by Google and Apple.

[Game implemented on computer_Web 2.0]
As an almost exclusive gaming integration
platform that publishes free, paid games
around the world, it allows global distribution
and communication between users through
the STEAM platform for any game.

[Metaverse_Web 3.0 on mobile, computer]
A platform that focuses on integrating Web
3.0 services that combine the functions of App
Store and STEAM by integrating Metaverse,
which is rapidly spreading worldwide

The adoption and problems of electronic
wallets, the vision of this ecosystem:
Electronic wallets are literally places where
coins are stored, and stability is prioritized.
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2.3. MDC Platform Service
Configuration
META Game Platform
Through direct linkage between game companies and
platforms without intermediary distribution of game
titles, the secondary cost of selling existing game titles
has been reduced, creating a structure in which both
game companies and distribution platforms get profits.
In general, game companies and distribution platforms distribute the profits at a 7:3
ratio, and the distribution ratio is adjusted to 7.5:2.5 when sales exceed $1 million,
and 8:2 when sales exceed $50 million.

META Shopping Mall Platform
The intermediary platforms for NFT sales and purchase
are not limited to specific fields and have dealt with
various types of NFTs such as artworks, music, and
games for the ever-changing NFT market
When NFT sellers register them on the platform, they must pay the gas fee and fee,
and they can set royalties on the sale price for collection. When buyers resell this,
sellers can also receive a fee. In general, the fee is set at 2.5%.
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VR/MR/XR Platform
The VR, MR, and XR markets are still in their infancy, and the
hardware market for promoting them is mainstream. As of
2020, hardware sales such as VR devices account for 40% of
the total VR market sales, followed by e-commerce,
advertising, mobile data, and voice, accounting for 80% of the
total sales.
The VR, MR, and XR markets are still in their infancy, and the hardware market for
promoting them is mainstream. As of 2020, hardware sales such as VR devices
account for 40% of the total VR market sales, followed by e-commerce, advertising,
mobile data, and voice, accounting for 80% of the total sales.

.

Item Exchange Platform
When users upload items in the game, buyers reserve them and
deposit

cash

on

intermediary

platforms.

When

item

transactions are completed in-game, this cash is sent to the
sellers, and if not, it is returned to the buyers.
Intermediary platforms receive 5% of the sale price as a fee, and an additional fee
occurs when cash is deposited or withdrawn within the platform.

Expenditure Structure
Basically, the MDC metaverse ecosystem plans to pay up to $8 per day 24 hours a day
through a procedure to check activities in the Staying 2 Earning (S2E) metaverse, which is
more powerful than P2E.
Import structure: As a policy to recover it, it uses strategies to maintain user fee brokerage
fees of more than $10 in the future, beyond policies to exhaust various 3D game entry fees, iTembay, paid content, NFT, and special halls (patent, online school, online religion, etc.
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The 4th industry is born within the
MDC platform!

MDC, the future decentralized IPFS-based Metaverse standard focal site, is capable
of further accelerating the development of the 4th industry.
Investment/Development/Production/Manpower/Operations/Growth related to
Metaverse, which connects the future industry virtual and reality, is a powerful
service and function within MDC.However, none of the existing electronic wallets
can be considered 100% safe. However, the rapid development of blockchainbased technology may be the only alternative to solve it. In the future, the company
is focusing on developing blockchain-based brokerage offices and highly secure
coins. The number of coins is constant, but changes in electronic wallets and
brokerage houses are inevitable.
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[Convenience of
Using Metaverse]
Users can access and enjoy their
registered Metaverse wherever the
Internet is available by paying at the
METATON store and registering
various Metaverse on the ID after
logging in with your MDC ID or
registering with Metaverse, which can
be linked with METATON.

Au[Interlocking with
Various Virtual Currency]
Most of the Metaverse equipped with
paid items runs its own virtual
currency service that applies
blockchain technology, so MDC
provides services by linking the
Exchange with integrated virtual
assets.

[Convenient Payment
Service]
Users can purchase paid content in
Metaverse anywhere through various
fintech payments such as card
payment, mobile payment, and
cultural gift certificate payment.
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4

.1. MDC Coin Economy

The MDC Coin is used as the main payment method in the MDC Coin ecosystem
(META Game Platform/Item Exchange Platform/META Shopping Mall
Platform/VR/MR/XR Platform). In addition, the MDC Coin is provided as an airdrop
as a marketing tool to secure the users of the MDC Coin in the early days, and
companies can swap points provided to members for service. Lastly, the MDC Coin
will be used for strategic partnerships and acquisitions through swaps with major
previously listed coins.

MDC Metaverse Ecosystem as a Block chain-Base DEX Exchange
Source of income:
Entry fee (including marketing fee)
Brokerage fee (excluding gas cost)
About 300 million coins and token transactions by 2023
Advertising revenue
Expected 100 billion won in advertising revenue in 2023
More than 30% growth expected every year
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.2. MDC Coin Distribution Policy

1. Total issuance: 5 billion

2. Share information: Jinwoo Jang, CEO and Major Shareholder of Data City We
Market (1 billion), Jeongsik Na, CTO and Major shareholder (200 million), Stock
options and stakeholders (corporate or individual) (300 million), Data City We
Market (3 billion), Air Drop (500 million)
3. Airdrop: They will be distributed free of charge to developers who will spread the
Metaverse MDC Coin Ecosystem (airdrop to corporations or individuals) and
participants in the Metaverse MDC Coin Ecosystem events (online and offline) with
airdrop amount adjusted by continents and countries.
4. General matters about distribution planning:
1) 1st distribution on May 10th: Distribution Issue price 100 won ($0.08). Data City
We Market's1 billion will be used for the development, facilities, and operating funds
of the issuing company.
2) Data City We Market's 2 billion will be additionally issued or retired over 30 years
in installments.
5. Matters related to lockup
1) Major shareholders and stock option share coins are locked up for 1 year after
listing on Exchange (IEO)
2) Relevant (corporate or individual) share coins are locked up for 6 months after
listing on Exchange (IEO)
3) Airdrop share coins are locked up for 8 months after the acquisition (Airdrops for
developers will be subject to penalty depending on the implementation of the MDC
Ecosystem, and 100% company's coin will be returned.)
※ Other details will be continuously announced through the Exchange disclosure
and official community of the company.

The MDC coin ecosystem
has
a
strong
profit
structure. There is a fee for
all involved transactions
moving in the metaverse
hub, and brokerage fees
for lower coins entering
thethe MDC metaverse
ecosystem through its own
brokerage office are the
main income
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.1. MDC ROAD MAP

Alpha service at the end of June 2022

User Objective:
50 million in 2022
200 million people in 2023
Since then, it is expected to grow by more than 50%
annually (target of 500 million in 2025)

Commencement of this commercial

Remarks:

service at the end of August 2023

High-capacity, low-cost data management solutions
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.2. MDC VISION

MDC will grow into a platform where global Metaverse-related companies can enter
and will provide a targeted Metaverse service production environment so that
numerous users can create culture. This will give Metaberse-related companies new
investment opportunities and create reproductive jobs. MDC will provide the world's
first ultra-high-definition service, delivering a complete virtual reality that will

transform various services such as tourism and education.

Attracting Metaverse companies from the
world

Linkage with Investment Finance

Establishment of targeted Metaverse service
production environment

Creation of jobs and new cultures related to
the 4th industry
World's first ultra-high-definition service is
possible, preparing a major change in tourism,
education, and services by realizing perfect
virtual reality.
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Legal Notice and Investor
Protection Policy

The purpose of this overview (hereinafter referred to as the "white paper") is to
provide information on the project models and utility coins planned by DATA CITY
WE MARKET (hereinafter referred to as “Company") and use cases of the utility
coins ("MDC"). The information contained herein white paper may be incomplete,
non-binding, and does not construct any contracts.
The MDC purchases involve specific risks, especially risks associated with
purchasing any token. Each reader of the Company's document shall make a
personal assessment of the potential value of the content and decide whether to
participate in the MDC sale. For greater certainty, this white paper reflects
information about the project proposed by the Company and clearly not
recommends a financial investment. Any and all information contained herein white
paper may be updated, modified or revised by the Company. Therefore, the
completeness and accuracy of the white paper are not guaranteed, and this
information is subject to change at any time without prior notice.
The Company does not promise, undertake, or provide any notice of correction of the
information herein. The Company makes efforts to ensure that the information
contained herein white paper is accurate at the time of publication, but the Company
or Company's person in charge, executives, employees, advisors, partners, or
intermediaries (referred to as “Company's representative”) There is no plan to
represent, endorse, express or imply, accept or undertake any liability or obligation
with respect to the accuracy and completeness of any published written or oral
information. No representation or warranty as to the achievement or rationality of
any future projections, estimations, prospects, or profits is contained herein white
paper. For greater certainty, the Company and its representatives expressly note that,
directly or indirectly, they do not assume any and all liability for any form of direct or
consequential loss or damage due to: (i) relying on any information contained in this
white paper (ii) any errors, omissions or inaccuracies in such information, or (iii) any
actions that occur due to such information.
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No representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or rationality of any
future projections, forecasts, prospects or profits contained herein white paper.
Readers shall not understand the content of this white paper or any other
communication by the Company, on behalf of the Company, or the Company's
advisor as financial, legal, tax or other recommendations. Accordingly, each reader
of this white paper shall consult with his/her professional advisors about any
potential participation that is financial, legal, taxable, or related to matters related
thereto.
The specific information contained herein whitepaper, but not limited to these,
constitutes forward-looking statements through events, or the things the Company
predicts that may or may not happen in the future, the development including
functions and services related to MDC Coin, and statements regarding user
adoption, experience, context, Company's project strategy, objectives and goals, and
future plans based on current internal expectations, projections, prospects,
estimates or convictions that may be inaccurate, including executive evaluation, that
may be provided by the MDC Coin.
The forward-looking statements often include "may," "will," "could," "would,",
"anticipate," "believe," “expect”, “intend”, “potential”, “estimate”, “budget”, “scheduled”,
“plans”, “planned”, “forecasts”, “goals”, or similar expressions. The forward-looking
statements were based on a number of factors and assumptions made by the
management and were considered reasonable at the time the information was
provided. Forward-looking statements include known or unknown risks, uncertainties
and other factors, such as actual results, achievements, or performances, that are
substantially different from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking
statements.
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1. Investor Privacy Protection
Data City We Market Co., Ltd. (herein referred to as “Company”) observes the
Personal Information Protection Act and related laws and protects the personal
information of users (members) by providing necessary policies and security
facilities. In addition, various policies are implemented to protect data when
company executives and employees or outsiders access relevant data while
introducing biometric information recognition such as fingerprints and a multi-level
complementary system to thoroughly protect relevant data.

2. Distribution and Security Policy
In Data City We Market, Inc., users participating in the pre-exchange must go through
Google OTP authentication. To encourage the transparent distribution of the MDC
Coin, we will establish and implement policies to monitor abnormal transactions
and prevent money laundering, and improve related systems step by step. To protect
the holders of the MDC Coin, the internal system has a multi-level complementary
design, and the security policy is strictly complied with to protect users' assets from
hacking risks. In addition, we are fully committed to security through periodic
security training of company executives and employees.

3.) NASDAQ listing strategy
We are listed on NASDAQ as a strong profit model in 2024 . Incineration of most
coins and realization of coin and stock swap policies . Conversion to stock-type
coins on the volatility of the coin market through this .
4.) Issuance and Incineration Policy
Maximum issuance of 200 million units in 2022 .After the maximum issuance of
300 million in 2023. The issuance volume is for special purposes such as special
development (R&D), M&A, and block deals. Gradual incineration from 2023.
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